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Rethinking car software and electronics architecture
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Abstract
The most important parts of cars are shifting from mechanical to digital, heralding big changes in the
industry’s competitive stakes.
While the path forward for both technologies and business models remains uncertain, I will share ten
hypotheses regarding tomorrow’s automotive electrical or electronic architecture and its implications.
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Sharing Data for reliable Automotive industry: A winwin between Semis, Tier1s & OEMs
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Abstract
In recent years almost 90% of innovations in cars are based on electronics. Radar, Lidar, Sensors, Cameras,
Dashboards, Driver assist systems and so on, have turned the car into the world’s most complex mobile
computer system.
Last year Audi stated that they are “seeing 24 cars roll off the assembly line and fail test at zero KM, due to
electronics component failure”. Because of this, companies like Audi are demanding quality levels measured
in Defective Parts Per Billion, or in some cases, they are simply counting “incidents”.
According to NHTSA 2016 Recall Data, in the last 4 years there is an increase of 3X in Electronics related
recalls. In 2016 BMW claimed that 22% of their warranty cost are related to the electronics
< b >And the situation is only going to get worse.</b> In phase 2&3 of the autonomous cars , there is going
to be even more < b >mission critical electronics</b> going into cars. The cars themselves will be on the
road much longer due to a shift to car sharing. Meaning that reliability problems will manifest themselves
faster.
That is why data of billions of electronic components need to be analyzed to see what might go wrong  and
not just report it but prevent bad products from reaching the market. And yet, the same time, we also help
them significantly increase their efficiency, reduce costs, and get to market faster  That is all about lifecycle
analytics for reliable electronics.
Thus, data from across the supplychain needs to be assembled and thoughtfully shared without
compromising IP of each party… data from Chip manufacture, board assembly, ECUs, systems and end
products, and also collect and analyse product return data. (RMA’s)
Once the product lifecycle data is available we can start sharing data through a trusted 3rd party.
I will give an example how we helped a Tier1 manage the incoming material AND manage its own quality for
higher yields & better qualities  < b >The outcome was a WinWin</b>.
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Abstract
The automotive supply chain faces many challenges, today, one being the lag of system level reliability
assessment capability. The reason for this lies within the hierarchical design process from semiconductor to
the assembled PCB and to the ECU level with corresponding test specifications that unfortunately often
(increasing trend) do not longer cover the relevant degradation / failure mechanisms. Those arise from
increased operation hour requirements in conjunction with semiconductor assembly / integration schemes
that on the one side support increased performance needs, but on the other side suffer from limited
capabilities w.r.t. automotive environmental loads.
In order to enable a manageable and risk optimized design flow, designers need reference boundaries to
design within actual limits given from individual operation MPs (environment, system construction and
operation strategy). Today, those boundaries are missing as the variety of individual customer specific
mission profiles (MPs) cannot be managed / supported by semiconductor vendors.
A way out of this dilemma are standardized MPs against which vendors can equally qualify their products,
while customers can select the most suitable parts that fit into their application mission profile.
This presentation shows one principle methodology how new categories, classes can be used to
systematically identify capability gaps between component and system and how the current industry initiative
TRACE intends to align new automotive categories and classes along the supply chain in an active manner.
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Abstract
Technology development drives the realization of autonomous driving. Complexity, diversity and cost
efficiency are the main challenges. A platform with modularity and scalability is key to shorten time to market
and to enable future reusability.
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Abstract
What an exciting time we live in: selfdriving cars, fully electric and always connected to the internet to
provide the user a seamless transportation experience. Many announcements around the mobile phone on
wheels have been made. Some of the most exciting innovations happening in our cars: cars are becoming
our copilots as intelligent technologies make them safe and secure, more comfortable, and more
autonomous. And with full connectivity the car becomes the new gold mine, a big data collector processing
real time traffic data and millions of miles per day.
To enable smart, connected and autonomous vehicles, the car’s electronic architecture, its supporting soft
and hardware design and release processes must be adjusted. Any failure in the field results in very high
cost and liability to the car manufacturer. Requirements for a robust, comprehensive design of a fault tolerant
system must be newly formulated. A holistic view of the system failure rate along the supply chain, lifecycle
of automotive development and production is necessary. Consequently, robustness, safety, and security of
self driving systems must be significantly increased and be monitored continuously.
Robust design begins in the early phase of car concepts. Automotive IP centers of excellence have been
created, to ensure automotive compliant intellectual property for faster, smarter, lowenergy chips reducing
risk and development time. Automotive SoC design is meeting the highest safety integrity levels (ASIL)
providing ADAS IP as design basis for the new advanced driver assistants architecture. By providing a
simulation platform based on the processor models, early virtual prototyping, emulation, and functional
verification from modelling to test bench deployment becomes possible. Software experts will be required to
ensure fault tolerant, highly reliable, functionally safe and secure software along the automotive lifecycle.
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Abstract
With the rapidly increasing demand for semiconductor devices in vehicles driven by the electrification of the
drive train and by the vision of selfdriving cars, the semiconductor manufacturers are challenged to elevate
advanced technologies to automotive standards much earlier in the technology life cycle. At the same time
the need for ultralow power and high performance devices requires the usage of advanced transistor
architectures and smaller nodes.
GLOBALFOUNDRIES 22FDX technology has been developed to offer ultralow power and high performance
devices coupled with RF integration. NVM offerings are currently being added and directly target Grade 1
applications. The boundary conditions for automotive applications have been built in right from the beginning
of the development process. Besides the AEC Q100 temperature and reliability requirements the technology
also needs to pass more stringent and tighter variation controls than consumer grade technologies.
Bundling together advanced manufacturing detection & control methods, reliability proven technologies,
automotive specific services, and consequent risk mitigation throughout the entire lifecycle, the
GLOBALFOUNDRIES AutoPro Service Package provides the right approach to master the new automotive
challenge.
In our presentation we will show that this requires a holistic approach for technology development and
qualification that drives beyond regular reliability tests and must include the specific manufacturing process
characteristics and implementation in the fab. Special effort must be spend to ensure very early maverick or
variation detection during processing as well as process variation reduction and control using advanced
techniques.
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Abstract
The Automotive Industry is seeing more dramatic changes in the next few years than in previous decades
combined. Vehicles are becoming always connected and part of the internet. Drive trains evolve from
combustion engines to mixtures of hybrid and electric vehicles with new challenges (e.g. for reach). Most
dramatic is the change to more and more assisted driving up to future level 35 automated vehicles.
All of those factors result in the development, that existing E/E architectures are not capable of supporting
those requirements. Instead of small evolutionary changes some more dramatic departure is required. While
the new functions demand new solutions, many of the existing functions in a vehicle (e.g. body comfort
functions, …) do not require new features and therefore a new architecture, that allows the reuse of many
legacy ECUs without changes can have a huge economic benefit.
The presentation will show how concepts from IT and Network Infrastructure Solutions can be brought into
Automotive while taking automotive specific requirements (e.g. startup times, thermal management) into
consideration. The presentation will touch on several of the attributes and consequences, e.g. of different
functions into one box (Virtualization, Isolation, Validation) and Communication schemes for such an
architecture.
Additionally we need to consider, that cars are an attractive Target for Hackers. In highly networked cars we
need to be concerned about protecting privacy, increasing safety and preventing unauthorized access.
Connected vehicles create a multi dimensional challenge to address vehicle safety (Zero accidents by
human error), security (Zero accidents by system hacks), functional safety and also device reliability.
Another topic is, that such a new architecture requires rethinking of conventional wisdom for functional
safety.
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